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FOREWORD 
This Final Report on the Electronic Solar Ar ray  Simulator was 
prepared for  the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Coddard 
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, in  fulfillment of Contract 
NAS 5-21034. The report  covers work performed f rom 30 June Ii 969 
through 2 November 1970, and documents and summarizes the results of 
this contract effort. The work was conducted under the technical direc- 
tion of the Space Power Technology Branch of NASA/GSFC. 
Distribution of this document i s  established by the Contracting 
Officer, A. L. Essex, o r  his authorized representative.  communication^ 
relative to this contract should be directed to the above contract special- 
ist, Attention Code 245, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, 
Maryland 20 77 1. 
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PNTRODUC TION 
This repor t  presents  the resu l t s  of tradeoff studies on xiuit- - 
kilowatt so lar  a r r a y  s imulators ,  performed by TRW Systenrs for- TJAfl, - 
Goddard Space Flight Center on Contract NAS 5-211034, The airc o" t;tc 
program was to  provide the technological basis  for  the design o" h i g h  
power, high frequency response simulators,  and to s e r v e  as a rev:et; ;rc; 
a q l i f i c a t i o n  of the bas ic  problems that can b e  encountered L P ~  SLC; 
designs. 
The p r i m a r y  source  of e lectr ical  energy for  the majorit)- o r  spz 2s 
satel l i te  power sys tems i s  derived f r o m  the conversion of the S J T I '  5 2'5~1, - 
ant  energy by a n  a r r a y  of so lar  cells. Spacecraft power sys tems = ~ a  
be tested and evaluated and, therefore,  a problem i s  confros;~ted a " c ; ; r ~ -  
what to u s e  a s  a substitute for  the a r ray .  This problem i s  further coil .. 
pounded a s  a r r a y  power requirements  get l a rge r  and u s e r s  want o ha%r-s 
built-in progra  e r  capability f o r  varying the static I-V ccrve, 
Section 5 presents  the various tradeolf studies which ->rere i:ozC ::: c t;c, 
during the course  of the program, Section 6 presents  three  sizw~lator 
., - -  
concep.is ~~13.kcB-i were  selected based on the results s f  the tra.z.eo.. s t ~ ?  - 
2. SUMMARY O F  TRADEOFF STUDIES AND CONCEPTS 
2.1 TRADEOFF STUDIES 
The tradeoff studies were  conducted to establish the groundwork 
for  the future design of a 20 kilowatt so lar  a r r a y  sirnulator (SAS), I:n 
general, the problems, techniques, and conclusions revealed in these 
studies a r e  applicable to a l l  multi-kilowatt s imulator  designs. 
The studies were  l imited to  s ix  a reas .  In Section 5. 1, available 
standard components and power supplies were  reviewed so  that optimum 
module s ize  for  the 20 kW SAS could be  determined. As a resul t  of con- 
tac ts  with leading manufacturers  of power supplies, i t  was found that none 
produced a single standard unit capable of powering a simulator having to  
mee t  the 20 kW SAS requirements  (90 to  200 V, 90 to 200 A). Thus, 
multi-supply configurations had to b e  considered. Fur thermore ,  the use  
of t r ans i s to r - se r i e s  regulated supplies to obtain near ly  ripple-free 
voltage was found to b e  impract ical  because of the la rge  number of units 
needed. This type of supply i s  designed f o r  low power applications, 
There  i s  one SCR regulated supply, of which only two units would be 
required for  this application. This model i s  adjustable f r o m  63 to 135  volts 
and 0 to 300 amps. The best-manufacturer recommended models for use  
a s  power sources  to a 20 kW simulator  a r e  discussed and their  specffica- 
tions a r e  compared. The number of supplies needed of each model, total 
cost, and overal l  rack  space required a r e  l isted in  Table 5. i -1 .  
Pitfalls and techniques associated with s e r i e s  and/or  paral le l  con- 
necting of supplies a r e  discussed in Section 5. 2. I t  points out t h a t t h e  
isolation voltage rating (voltage that can be  connected between either 
output te rminal  and chassis  ground) of each supply l imits  the total output 
voltage of a s e r i e s  configuration. The models evaluated in the preceding 
section a l l  had sufficiently high rating for  use  i n  the 20 kW SAS system, 
These supplies a l so  have protection against damage f r o m  the application 
of r e v e r s e  potential that can occur  momentarily when the configuration 
load i s  short-circuited. 
F o r  para l le l  operation, power supplies must  feature constant 
voltage/constant cur rent  o r  constant voltage/ cur rent  l imit  automatic 
crossover  operation, otherwise l a rge  circulating cur rents  can be caused 
between supplies by the smal l  voltage differences that invariably exist  
between voltage sources.  In o r d e r  to a s s u r e  reasonable sharing among 
supplies, whether in s e r i e s  and/ o r  parallel ,  various m a s t e r -  slave 
schemes a r e  covered. 
Section 5. 3 reviews the tradeoff decisions between analog and digital 
generation of an  a r r a y ' s  I-V charac ter i s t ic  and techniques for  program-  
ming i t  a s  a function of time. Schemes considered were  digital generation 
and programming, analog generation and programming, and analog gen- 
eration with digital programming. It was found that the digital generating 
scheme, which employed a digital computer in  the control loop to provide 
a reference voltage o r  cur rent  to a s e r i e s  regulator in  response to 
sampled output cur rent  o r  voltage, has two ser ious  disadvantages, One 
i s  the inability to  simulate the variable  impedance of an  a r r a y  as a func- 
tion of operating point. The other  is  that if a voltage regulator i s  used in  
conjunction with the computer, the sys tem can only handle load changes 
that s tay within the so-called "constant voltager1 region of the I -V  a r r a y  
curve. In other  words, a voltage regulator cannot simulate the constant 
cur rent  charac ter i s t ics  that a n  a r r a y  has below the knee of the I -V  curve, 
Conversely, a computer-current  regulator combination will only be ade- 
quate in  the l'constant current1 '  region of the curve. As a resu l t  of these 
inadequacies, analog generation with digital programming i s  considered 
a p re fe r red  method. This method uses  a forward biased solar  cell as 
the reference element i n  a unique feedback circui t  that not only amplifies 
the single cell  s ta t ic  charac ter i s t ics  to  that of a full a r r ay ,  but a l so  
amplifies the dynamic character is t ics .  
Section 5. 4 concentrates on so lar  cell  frequency response (ce l l  
impedance). Mater ial  contained in  this section cor re la tes  t e s t  data with 
P - N  junction theory. It a l so  shows that a cell  exhibits the same  impedance 
when i t  i s  forward biased a s  when i t  i s  illuminated. A technique i s  offered 
by which an a r r a y ' s  impedance can be  predicted f r o m  single cell  data, 
This pa ramete r  i s  important to  power conditioner designers because it 
affects the dynamic behavior of regulators  used to control the array,  
2 .2  DESIGN CONCEPTS 
Based on the tradeoff studies, severa l  approaches for  simulating a 
20 kW a r r a y  were  considered. Conceptual designs of the three  more 
promising ones a r e  summarized below. 
Section 6. 1 descr ibes  the f i r s t  approach which i s  a rnod~l~ai -  coafig- 
uration of expanded FRSAS basic  units. The basic  FRSAS ( F a s t  Response 
Solar Ar ray  Simulator) i s  a 750 watt s imulator  that can b e  increased to 
5 kW. F o r  efficient use  of the power supplies i n  the bas ic  unit, module 
expansion to  3 kW i s  p re fe r red  fo r  this application. The basic  simulator 
i s  TRW Systems'  la test  contribution to the s ta te  of the a r t  in a r r a y  simu- 
lation. It features  a technique f o r  amplifying the s tat ic  and dynamic 
charac ter i s t ics  of a single cell  to that of a full a r r ay .  It was designed and 
developed through work sponsored by the NASA Goddard Space Flight 
Center under Contract NAS 5-1 1581. The 20 kW configuration would 
consist  of two banks in  s e r i e s  of five FRSAS expanded ( 3  kW) modules in 
parallel ,  each with i t s  own controls, power supplies, p rogrammer ,  
power stages,  and protection circuitry.  Each module offers excellent 
s ta t ic  and dynamic simulation plus means for  programming the effects of 
temperature,  illumination, and spin variations experienced by spacecraft  
a r r ays .  
A power supply approach i s  discussed i n  Section 6. 2. This consists 
of two high voltage-high cur rent  power supplies of the constant voltage/ 
cur rent  l imit  type in ser ies .  Because the slopes exhibited by these  sup- 
plies  a r e  relatively sharp, slope generators  (adjustable r e s i s to r  banks) 
a r e  used between the supplies and the  load, allowing some degree of slope 
matching to the I-V curve being simulated. The advantages of this 
approach include minimum equipment cost, s ize  and weight; ease  of 
transportabili ty;  eas  e of remote  programming; minimum setup and check- 
out t ime; and minimum maintenance. The disadvantages include poor 
stat ic  and dynamic impedance simulation; poor "knee" simulation of an 
a r r a y ' s  I-V curve; poor peak to  peak ripple; and poor response t ime, 
With modification to  the supplies ' internal  controls, remote p r  og raarrpgning 
can be possible. 
An interesting approach incorporating a bank of diodes driven by a 
power supply i s  presented i n  Section 6. 3. If diodes with charac ter i s t ics  
s imi l a r  to  those of the so lar  cel ls  being simulated can be used, the static 
and dynamic simulation can be extremely good. Two alternatives a r e  
offered. One i s  where the bank i s  driven directly by a constant cur rent  
supply. In this case  the advantage of the diode bank's  impedance wi 11 
depend on the output impedance of the constant cur rent  source,  The 
other alternative considered i s  where the source  i s  a constant -\roltage 
supply. This supply, in  turn, dr ives  the bank that is in  se r i e s  with a 
l a r g e  power stage used a s  a constant cur rent  sink. The idea h e r e  i s  to 
obtain a much higher output impedance, a s  seen  by the diode bank, than 
that available i n  standard constant cur rent  supplies. Whether %is wroukd 
b e  possible would depend on the charac ter i s t ics  of the t rans is tors  used 
i n  the power stage. This diode so lar  a r r a y  simulator (DISAS) offers a 
compromise between the two previously discussed concepts, however, 
i t  i s  the most  difficult to  p rogram fo r  voltage variations. 
Section 6. 4 descr ibes  the means used in each of the design concepts 
to simulate effects of temperature,  illumination, and spin ripple, 111 an 
a r r a y ,  tempera ture  affects mainly the constant voltage region of the 1-V 
curve, while illumination affects mainly the constant cur rent  region,, On 
spinning spacecraft ,  if the geometry of the so lar  panels and spacecraft  
i s  such a s  to  cause periodic shadowing, the constant cur rent  region i s  
mainly affected. 
The FRSAS 3 kW modules used in  the 20 kW simulator would each. 
have a digital p rogrammer  for  varying r e s i s to r  dividers in i ts  own con- 
t rol ler .  By changing the feedback resis tance,  the output voltage var ies ,  
By changing the reference cur rent  to a new steady s tate  value or by modu-  
lating it, the output cur rent  va r i e s  accordingly. A total of 30 r e s i s to r s  
would have to  b e  programmed if equal sharing i s  desired among the 
modules s ince ten 3 kW modules a r e  required and each has three  pro- 
grammable  divider s. 
The power supply SAS i s  the eas ies t  to program. The front panel 
controls can be replaced with r e s i s to r  dividers which can be  controlled 
by the type of p rogrammers  developed under the FRSAS contract, Since 
each supply has only two controls, a total  of four p rogrammers  a t  the 
most  i s  all that would be  needed. 
The diode SAS can be programmed for  illumination and spin effects 
simply by varying the constant cur rent  source  o r  the constant cur rent  
sink if that i s  used. Variation of V OC ' however, i s  m o r e  difficult 
because diodes have to be  bypassed to change the total  bank voltage, 
Depending on the resolution desired, this would take a considerable num- 
b e r  of high cur rent  re lays  connected a c r o s s  taps oli the diode bank, The 
smallest  change possible would be  about 0. 6 volts, unless of course,  
special  hea ter  elements were  used to va ry  the  tempera ture  of the bank  
modules. 
In Section 6. 5 the estimated output impedance capabilities of the 
t h ree  workable concepts a r e  described and compared. The diode SAS i s  
shown to have the leas t  e r r o r  in  simulating a r r a y  impedance. However, 
the graphical comparison a s sumes  the diode character is t ics  match  the 
cell  charac ter i s t ics  of the a r r a y  being simulated. No attempt was made 
to determine what diode types were  bes t  suited for  a r r a y  simulation, U s e  
of general  purpose diodes, which typically exhibit high impedance band- 
width, will resul t  in the diode SAS having a much g rea te r  e r r o r  in array 
impedance simulation than the FRSAS. The power supply SAS exhibits 
the poorest  response because on either side of the maximum power point 
of the I-V curve, the impedance i s  fixed and independent of operating 
point. On the other hand, the impedance of the FRSAS and DISAS var ies  
continuously with operating point a s  does a r ea l  a r r ay .  All t h ree  types 
of s imulators  will be affected by the output impedance of the power 
supplies used. 
Section 6. 6 i s  a brief discussion of the fault and overload protection 
that i s  o r  can b e  designed into the c i rcu i t ry  of the concepts described 
above. 
3 .  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
3 .  I CONCLUSIONS 
The overall  concl~usions of this study a r e  the following: 
Development of a high power, high frequency response 
so lar  a r r a y  simulator which mee t s  a l l  of design goals 
of this program i s  not economically feasible. F r o m  a 
design standpoint, the problems encountered in stabiliz -- 
ing the feedback scheme of concept number one, which 
i s  the mos t  promising of the three ,  would undoubtedly 
become m o r e  severe  when building up to a 20 kW con- 
figuration. Consequently, additional compensatioa to 
a l t e r  the a l ready limited frequency response of this con- 
cept might become necessary  to obtain a stable high 
power system. As a resul t ,  this system would exhibit 
a r a the r  l a rge  e r r o r  in  trying to simulate the output 
impedance of a l a rge  a r r a y .  F r o m  a standpoint of 
space required,  ten FRSAS expanded units would occupy 
approximately 1260 cubic feet. Cost of pa r t s  alone 
would be about $200K. 
e Concept number two, the power supply approach, could 
economically a chieve the power requirements  but would 
provide only marginal  EI  curve simul-ation and extremely 
poor frequency response. 
e The frequency response of a n  ideal a r r a y  (i. e . ,  i ts  
impedance a s  a function of frequency) i s  determined 
by the type of cell  being used. The impedance of a n  
a r r a y  a t  a given operating point will exhibit the cell 
t ime constant but not necessar i ly  the cell  impedance 
magnitude. Both pa ramete r s  vary with operating point, 
Forward-biased cell a c  measurements  can be used to 
determine illuminated a r r a y  impedances. F r o m  the 
standpoint of main  bus regulator design, knowledge of 
a r r a y  impedance and proper  simulation thereof i s  
important because i t  can affect stability. 
o Implementation of multi-kilowatt so lar  a r r a y  s imulators  
requi res  the use of SCR-type power supplies to provide 
raw power. In general,  fully t ransis tor ized standard 
supplies do not exceed an  output capability of 200 watts 
so  that too many units would be required for  a 20 kMT 
power system. 
e There  a r e  single supplies available that can provide 'up 
to 40  kW but the i r  current/voltage combinations do not 
mee t  the ESAS requirements  given in  Section 4. These-. 
fore ,  a t  l eas t  two high current /high voltage supplies a r e  
necessary.  To allow se r i e s /pa ra l l e l  combinations of 
supplies, each mus t  include constant voltage/ constant 
cur rent  o r  cur rent  l imi t  capability. 
3 . 2  RECOMMENDATIONS 
As a resu l t  of these studies a l so ,  recommendations can be made for 
the type of simulator to use in  testing. The P C E  (power conditionii~g 
equipment) should be tested in a scaled-down configuration with a fast  
response simulator ( for  example, two 1 . 5  kW FRSAS's in  s e r i e s )  and a 
par t ia l  load. The a r r a y  t ime constants, which can affect the transfer 
function of the PCE ' s  regulator,  would be simulated. Though the 20 kW 
a r r a y  impedance magnitude would not be simulated, i t s  effect on the 
t r ans fe r  function might s t i l l  be real ized by adjusting the part ia l  load, If 
the rat io  of the par t ia l  load impedance to  the impedance of the scaled- 
down a r r a y  being simulated i s  the same  a s  that for  the a r r a y  and load i n  
the 20 kW sys tem there  will be very l i t t le difference in  the PCE ' s  ddynzmic 
performance. 
If i t  i s  not possible to establish the impedance rat io  described above, 
then the part ia l  load impedance should be adjusted high s o  that tile t e s t  
condition represents  a high loop gain case.  Higher loop gain would tend 
to  make the regulator l e s s  stable. If the regulator i s  found to be stable 
in this scaled-down tes t ,  the gain and phase margins  should improve when 
the P C E  i s  incorporated in  the 20 kW system. That i s ,  a s  the array 
paral le l  s ize and /o r  load cur rent  increase ,  regulator stability improves 
because loop gain decreases .  Thus, a scaled-down tes t  can be performed 
on the P C E  to detect a marginal  regulator design. 
It i s  recommended a l so  that one of the following two methods be 
used for  total sys tem testing. If the full a r r a y  i s  available, provisions 
should be made so  that i t  can be used a s  a diode a r r a y  in conjunction with 
a constant cur rent  source.  In this configuration, the sys tem will behave 
very  much like when i t  i s  illuminated. If the a r r a y  i s  not available o r  
cannot be used because of thermal  considerations, then the power supplyr 
so lar  a r r a y  simulator discussed in the repor t  should be used. 
4. STATEMENT O F  WORK 
4.1  INTRODUCTION 
The majori ty  of space satell i te power sys tems used for  spacecraf t  
design a r e  of the so lar  conversion-energy storage type of power system, 
The p r i m a r y  source of energy for  these systems i s  derived by conversion 
of the sun's radiant energy into electr ical  power. The basic  conversion 
device i s  the so lar  cell ,  but because of i t s  smal l  s ize many solar  cells 
a r e  connected in various s e r i e s  and parallel  combinations to form a l a r g e r  
e lectr ical  power source called the so lar  a r r ay .  
In the testing of spacecraf t  power systems i t  i s  often necessary to 
simulate the so lar  a r r a y .  At present ,  standard laboratory type power 
supplies a r e  used for  this function. However, a s  the technology advances 
m o r e  accura te  simulation of the a r r a y  i s  required. Frequency responses 
of standard laboratory power supplies a r e  in the o rde r  of 1 to 1 0  Hz, 
while the frequency response of the solar  a r r a y  is in  the o rde r  of 300 to  
30, 000 Hz. Thus for  advanced power system testing and design evaluation, 
the present  laboratory equipment i s  inadequate. 'This study provides the 
technology basis  for  the design of la rge  power, high frequency response 
so lar  a r r a y  simulators.  
4 . 2  GENERAL 
The contractor  shall  furnish the necessary  qualified personnel: 
mater ia l ,  facil i t ies,  and equipment necessary  to develop the basic  tech- 
nology concepts and  a design specification for  a multi-kilowatt, fas t  
frequency response so lar  a r r a y  simulator (SAS). In general tile can- 
t r ac to r ' s  effort shall  include but not be l imited to: 
a )  A review of the available components and standard 
power supplies in  o rde r  to determine the optimum 
size module fo r  the SAS, in the specified power 
ranges.  The contractor shall a l so  determine the 
various se r i e s  and parallel  combinations of the 
modules required to produce the maximum speci-  
fied power output. 
b )  Review and revise when necessary  the tradeoff 
decisions between analog and digital control of the 
module output I-V character is t ics .  Par t icu lar  
attention should be paid to the problems of operat-  
ing the modular units in  the s e r i e s  and paral le l  
connections. 
c )  Review the various techniques of programming a n d  
control necessary  to simulate the variations in 
so lar  a r r a y  temperature,  intensity, and spin ripple. 
d )  Evaluate the output frequency response cha rac te r -  
i s t ics  to be compatible with the present  and antici-  
pated future charac ter i s t ics  of state of the a r t  
so lar  a r r a y s .  
e )  Evaluate the necessary  fault and overload protection 
schemes to  protect the SAS f rom external load faults,  
internal malfunctions, and to  protect the external 
load f rom SAS malfunctions. 
f )  Provide a final technical repor t  describing the work 
accomplished in  technical detail. 
4 .3  TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
@ Power Output -The modular units of the SAS shall be 
capable of being connected in  s e r i e s  o r  parallel  csm- 
binations to  form a power output capability of between 
5 and 20 kilowatts. The nominal output shall be adjust-  
able within this range and specific variations shall be 
programmed about the nominal setting. 
@ Voltage-The open circui t  voltage shall be capable of 
supplying the output power between the voltage range 
90 to 200 volts. 
@ Current-The shor t  c i rcui t  cur rent  capability of the 
device shall  be adjustable in  the range 90 to 200 
amperes .  
Temperature Simulation-Both cur rent  and voltage of 
the simulated output shall vary  over a n  a r r a y  ternpera- 
tu re  range of - 1 0 0 ~ ~  to tlOO°C. The tempera ture  t ime 
profile shall be variable and the l imits  adjustable in 
accordance with the sett ings of the program control unit. 
Frequency Response -The SAS shall have a n  output 
impedance that i s  f lat  for  a l l  operating points out to 
5 kHz and then falls off a t  a ra te  s imi lar  to the normal 
so lar  cell. 
@ Stability-The SAS shall maintain long t e r m  stability 
and repeatibility of any part icular  setting within 
to. 5 percent.  
- 
e Ripple-The steady state ripple shall be l e s s  than 
0 . 5  percent  of Voc o r  100 mV peak to peak, which- 
ever  i s  l e s s .  
e Curve Shape -The SAS shall  exhibit a n  output I - V  
charac ter i s t ic  that produces a smooth rounded knee.  
e Control Unit-The SAS shall  be driven f rom a control 
unit to  simulate temperature,  intensity, and spin 
variations of the so la r  a r r a y  in  a t ime variant domain. 
The unit shall  be capable of external digital contl-ol a s  
well a s  internal control and every  effort should be 
made to use the same controller a s  that d'eveloped i n  
the referenced document. 
e Calibration-The SAS shall  have a built- in load which 
can sweep the ent i re  range of the I-V character is t ic  
a t  any intermediate t ime f o r  calibration and checking 
purposes.  It shall  be controlled manually and the 
output shall  be available to external recording devices 
such a s  a n  X-Y plotter. 
5. TRADEOFF STUDIES 
In general,  conceptual design work is seldom complete without 
considering tradeoffs. These allow a prospective user  of a particular 
sys tem to make a wise choice in selecting one that i s  consistent with his 
needs. Tradeoff studies were  directed toward determining what standard 
power supplies a r e  available for this large power application; what prob- 
lems a r e  associated with composite configurations when one supply is not 
sufficient to meet  the power requirements;  what a r e  the advantages and/or 
limitations of the use of digital  o r  analog control; what means can be used 
for programming the output charac ter i s t ics ;  and how the frequency 
response of a given a r r a y  can  be predicted. The resu l t s  of these investi- 
gations a r e  contained in  this section. 
5 .1  COMPONENTS AND POWER SUPPLIES 
A survey was conducted for a power source with the following 
specifications: 
1) 90-200 V, 90-200 A, 5-20 kW 
2)  100 MV pk-pk ripple 
3) Regulation 0. 5% 
4) Stability 0. 5% 
The power supply manufacturers who were  contacted were: T r  ygon, 
Hewlett-Packard, Kepco, Lambda, Christie,  Sorenson and Electronic 
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Measurements.  None of the manufacturers could provide a single power 
source  to meet  the required specifications. Ser ies  /para l le l  techniques 
using existing standard power supplies were  discussed with each vendor, 
The ripple character is t ics  of individual manufacturers ' power sup- 
plies will  be discussed in  this section. Most of the large supplies employ 
SCR regulated outputs. This SCR regulation technique induces a high 
spike noise onto the output and input lines of the supply. The spike ampli-  
tudes a r e  typically specified a t  1 volt to  2 volts pk-pk, which Is much 
larger  than the allowable 100 mV pk-pk ripple. One manufacturer,  
Electronic Measurements,  u ses  a special  f i l ter technique to reduce the 
ripple to 100 mV pk-pk. Electronic Measurements manufactures h7o 
models with power outputs which a r e  pract ical  for the ESAS application: 
SCR 50-200, 50 volts - 200 amps; SCR 100-100, 100 volts - 100  amps, 
Four supplies of e i ther  type would be required to provide sufficient power, 
The total  ripple f rom four supplies could exceed the required i OC m V  speci- 
fication. However, if the ESAS was in  essence a voltage regulator,  the 
ripple to the output would be reduced by some factor. The regulation. 
factor has not been calculated a t  this time. 
Chris t ie  Elec t r ic  offers a SCR regulated supply, model 260135 - 
300E4S, with a range of 2 to 135 volts and 0 to  300 amps. With cer tain 
options added, this standard model can be made to exhibit constant voltage- 
constant cu r ren t  with automatic crossover .  The r ipple  quoted for this 
unit i s  100 mV r m s ,  which i s  approximately 300 rnV peak to peak accord-  
ing to the manufacturer.  Two of these supplies would suffice for this ap -  
plication. To include the options the model number must  be specified as  
2COi 35-300EBPX-S. 
There  a r e  two se r i e s  t rans is tor  regulated power supplies which are 
pract ical  for the ESAS application. These t ransis tor ized supplies have 
ripple specifications well  within tolerance. The f i r s t  Christie EEecLric's 
Model MH36-200KKGG24L, provides 15-36 volts and 0-200 amps, The 
pk-pk ripple of this supply i s  2. 8 millivolts. The second, Hewiett- 
Packard 's  Mode1 6269B, provides 0-40 volts and 0-50 amps. This supply 
is the smaLAer of the two, and 1 6  would be required to provide the neces-  
s a r y  power. The output ripple is 5 mV pk-pk. 
The four power supplies previously discussed were  considered for 
the ESAS application. The supply specifications a r e  listed in  Table 5, 1-1, 
The t ransis tor ized Chris  tie supply has the bes t  specifications. However, 
i t  is the most  expensive and a stacked configuration requi res  considerable 
rack  space for this application. The Electronic Measurements supply has 
the wors t  specifications, however, the cost  and packaging a r e  considerably 
better. The Hewlett-Packard supply i s  a compromise between these two 
but quite a large number a r e  required. The las t  model listed in 
Table 5.1-1 is a better choice for the ESAS application. Even though it 
will  requi re  grea ter  space, the pr ice i s  reasonable and setup and pro- 
gramming will  be the easiest .  
Table 5.1-1. Standard Power Supplies Considered for ESAS Application 
I (*) Number of supplies required for a 20 k W  system. I 
The discussion of s e r i e s  /para l le l  techniques indicates that paraEPe l. 
operation of voltage regulators  should be avoided i f  possible. The four  
power supplies under consideration allow for s e v e r a l  different power 
module configurations which would utilize a c o n t r ~ l l e r  and power stages 
s imi lar  to the ones developed under the FRSAS program. The modules 
could be paralleled up to the cu r ren t  limitations of each supply, There  - 
fore ,  each  supply would be isolated f rom the others.  The isolation voltage 
rating i s  sufficient a s  indicated in  Table 5. 1-1. Smaller  power supply 
voltage will  reduce t rans is  tor secondary-breakdown problems. 
5.2 SERIES/PARALLEL TECHNIQUES FOR POWER SUPPLIES 
Some of the problems involved with power supplies connected in 
s e r i e s  and para l le l  wil l  now be discussed. Two or more  dc regulated 
power supplies used a s  voltage regulators  can be s e r i e s  connected t o  
increase  the total  output voltage to the s u m  of their  individual voltage 
sett ings up to the maximum voltage l imit  allowed by the isolation voltage 
specification for  each power supply. The maximum isolation voltage 
specifies the amount of additional voltage that can  be connected bemeen  
either te rminal  of the power supply and i t s  grounded chass is ,  not includ- 
ing the power supply's own output voltage. The isolation specification 
derives  f r o m  the voltage breakdown rating of the printed circui t  boards,  
capacitors,  sockets,  connectors, etc. 
Ser ies  connected power supplies should also be protected agaics t 
the possibility of a r e v e r s e  potential. (Reverse potential would occur 
when the load is shor t  circuited). Reverse  potential i s  undesirable 
because of the polarized components (filter capaci tors)  in  the output cir - 
cuit of a typical regulated power supply. The standard precaution i s  t o  
connect the diode i n  the normally nonconducting direction ac ross  the out-. 
put terminals  of each power supply in  a s e r i e s  string. Each diode n-iust 
have a P R V  rating a t  least  equal to the maximum supply voltage of the 
individual supply to which it is connected, and should be able to conduct 
the maximum shor t  c i rcu i t  cur rent  indefinitely. 
When voltage regulators a r e  paralleled, their te rminal  voltages a r e  
all,  of necessity,  identical. Since i t  is unlikely that independently adjusted 
supplies will  have the same  identical te rminal  voltage before being parall- 
lelled, the minute differences that a r e  bound to exis t  will  inevitably cause 
large circulating cur rents  through the near  ze ro  source  resis tance of the 
good voltage regulator. This character is t ic  prohibits paralleling without 
r ecourse  to one of the following techniques. A voltage/current regulated 
power sup* featuring automatic c rossover  between cu r ren t  and voltage 
regulation o r  one containing a good cu r ren t  l imiter can be paralleled 
using the self-limiting feature. The maximum voltage will  be the highest 
sett ing of any power supply in the para l le l  string. The maximum current  
i s  the sum of the individual cu r ren t  l imit  settings. One precaution that 
should be observed is to always have a t  least  1 0  percent of the voltage 
control setting a s  the minimum voltage setting. The reason for this i s  
that the voltage control "sees"  the ent i re  output te rminal  voltage since 
the paral le l  te rminal  voltage is controlled by the larger  of the two voltage 
settings. If the control  setting potentiometer approaches zero  resis tance,  
the maximum cur ren t  rating of the potentiometer may be exceeded, 
Another technique employed to a s s u r e  the equal sharing of load 
cu r ren t  is to use one regulated dc supply, designated as  mas te r ,  to pro-  
vide control for the remaining supplies, designated s laves. One of two 
master -s lave  techniques may be used. The f i r s t  method i s  to make the: 
comparison amplifier of one regulated supply dr ive two or  more  se t s  of 
pass  elements.  Therefore,  a l l  wil l  conduct equally, and, i f  paralleled, 
wil l  generate the identical te rminal  voltage without a circulating cur rent ,  
The number of identical supplies that can  be paralleled in  this way depends 
on the amount of dr ive that can be obtained f r o m  the active comparison 
amplifier. 
A second master -s lave  technique, known a s  para l le l  programming, 
employs a separa te  mas te r  control supply to dr ive a l l  of the paralleled 
power supplies. The mas te r  control supply itself does not deliver any 
power to the load and need only be capable of generating the desired re fer  - 
ence voltage. 
5.3 DIGITAL VERSUS ANALOG CONTROL AND PROGRAMMING 
METHODS 
Tradeoff studies were  performed to determine the optimum method 
of generating the basic V-I character is t ic  and of programming this char - 
ac ter i s t ic  a s  function of time. Three basic schemes were  considered: 
digital  generation and programming, analog generation and programming, 
and analog generation with digital programming. 
7 Two methods of digitally generating and programming the V- I  cha r -  
ac ter i s t ic  were  considered. Both utilize a digital  computer to generate 
a reference voltage o r  cur rent  signal in  response to samples  of the output 
cur ren t  o r  voltage. This reference s ignal  in  turn  controls a s e r i e s  regu-  
lator which adjusts the output according to the desired V - I  character is t ic ,  
The voltage regulating scheme is shown in  Figure 5.3 - 1 and the currelqt 
regulating scheme in F igure  5.3 -2. 
Consider the voltage regulating scheme. In the f i r s t  case  the com- 
puter is utilized to perform an on-line calculation of the required load 
voltage in response to an input load cu r ren t  by the following relationship: 
where 
V L  = load (output) voltage 
IL = load (output) cur rent 
K = Boltzman's constant 
q = electron charge 
T = absolute temperature in O K  (programmed) 
n = the number of cells in ser ies  
S 
n = the number of cells in parallel 
P 
I = the short  circuit  current  of a single cel l  
a t  the reference illumination and 
temperature 
I = the reverse  saturation current  of a 
0 
single cel l  at  the reference illumination 
and temperature 
K = a variable constant to account for 1 
variations in illumination due to sun 
angle and spinning (programmed). 
Figure 5 . 3 - 1 .  Digital System Using a Voltage Series Regulator 
Figure 5. 3-2. Digital System Using a Current  Ser ies  Regulator 
F o r  a given simulation the fixed variables a r e  entered directly into the 
computer and subroutines a r e  programmed to generate K1 and T as a 
function of time. For  a fixed load the output voltage would vary as the 
variables K1 and T vary. Even though temperature may vary rather 
rapidly upon exit  f rom eclipse and K could be varying a t  a maximum of 1 
a 2 Hz ra te  in  a spinning satell i te,  these variations a r e  slow compared to 
the computer calculation time. However in  order  to be compatible with 
the frequency response charac ter i s t ics  previously identified, the sir~u- 
lator must  be capable of responding a t  least  a t  a 14 kHz ra t e ,  that i s 1  for 
a s tep change in load, the simulator should be a t  i ts  new operating point 
in TR seconds where 
f = 14 kHz H 
TR = 2 5  psec 
1 8  
Conversations with various computer manufacturers indicated that 
computation of the required function in about this length of t ime would be 
possible. Note, however, that s eve ra l  i terations would be required 
before the system could sett le down a t  a new operating point. 'Tlais, in 
addition to AID and D / A  conversion t imes ,  would be in  excess  of the 
des i red  response time. 
In order  to shorten this t ime, a second scheme was conceived that 
would considerably shorten the time. Under this method a s e r i e s  of 
tables of VL vs IL would be s tored in  the computer memory corresponding 
to the V-I charac ter i s t ics  a s  a function of time. At any d iscre te  time a 
single table would be s tored in  the computer 's  co re  memory correspond- 
ing to the V-I character is t ic  for that interval  of time. As IL changed, 
the corresponding VL could be outputted in  one cycle t ime, s o  that now 
the t ime limitation falls only onto the A I D  converter which depending an 
word length would be of the order  of 30 microseconds. 
In the cu r ren t  regulating scheme the computer is used to calculate 
where a l l  parameters  a r e  a s  before and 
the required load cu r ren t  in  response to  an  input load voltage. 
Both of these schemes,  then, s e e m  to be marginal  f rom a response 
point of view. However, another disadvantage lies in their  inability to 
simulate the variable impedance of the so lar  a r ray .  Note that while a 
shift in operating point will  resu l t  i n  an effective change in  the dc imped- 
ance, a capacitance would have to be added to ref lect  the roll-off charac- 
t e r i s t ics  of the a r r a y  impedance. Fur thermore ,  i f  the bandwidth i s  to 
r ema in  constant for  a range .of operating points the capacitance must 
change by the same  percent a s  the effective resis tance but in  the opposite 
direction. Adjustment of this capacitance would be difficult to do digitally 
in any other than a crude manner. 
Their most  ser ious  disadvantage is their  inherent l imit  cycling, 
This problem can  best  be described by looking a t  the response of this sim- 
ulator to load changes. This i s  graphically displayed in Figure 5, 3 - 3 .  
Consider large load changes, those that would shift the operating paint 
f r o m  the constant cu r ren t  region to the constant voltage region, or  vice- 
versa.  F o r  large load changes, only decreases  in load resis tance (load 
cu r ren t  inc reases )  can be accommodated when the s e r i e s  regulator con- 
trolled by the computer i s  a cur rent  regulator.  Assume R1 i s  initially 
the load and the operating point is a t  "a. " If the load resis tance i s  sud- 
denly decreased to RZ the sequence of events i s  a s  follows: The output 
voltage drops to "b"; the computer senses  this voltage and calculates the 
cur rent  a t  "c"; this cur rent  and RZ cause the output voltage a t  "d"; for 
this voltage the computer calculates the cur rent  "e"; this cur rent  and R 2  
cause the output voltage a t  "f"; for this voltage the computer calculates 
the cu r ren t  "g"; this cu r ren t  and R2  give the voltage a t  "h"; the computer 
calculates the cur rent  "i"; this sequence continues until the operating 
point set t les  a t  "1. " However, for  load resis tance increases  (load current 
dec reases )  the sys tem runs into a problem. Assume R2 i s  initially the 
load and the operating point i s  at  "1. " If the load res i s tance  i s  suddenly 
increased to  R1, the cu r ren t  "1" will  cause the se r i e s  regulator to saturate  
and the output voltage will  increase up to the power supply voltage V 
PS* 
The computer will  sense this voltage a t  "m" and calculate that the output 
cu r ren t  should be zero.  Now ze ro  cur rent  will  cause the output voltage 
to drop to zero  and the computer next calculates,  for ze ro  volts, the out- 
put cu r ren t  I This cu r ren t  and R1 cause the sys tem to saturate  again, 
s C' 
This condition of alternating between saturat ion and cutoff i s  r e fe r red  to 
a s  l imit  cycling in this report .  
Fo r  a computer controlled voltage regulator,  the converse would 
be t rue .  In other words,  the sys tem would l imit  cycle for large decreases  
in load resis tance.  
On the other hand, for s m a l l  changes in load resis tance,  a computer- 
controlled cur rent  regulator would function adequately in  the constant 
cu r ren t  region of the I-V curve. However, beyond the knee in the constant 
voltage region this sys tem limit cycles. The converse i s  t rue for the 
computer controlled voltage regulator. 
Figure  5. 3 -3. Graphical Representation Exposing Inherent Limit 
Cycling of Computer Controlled Regulator 
Solution to these two major problems of the digital  computer - 
controlled s e r i e s  regulator was not pursued. 
The black diagram for the analog curve generation method i s  shc171r 
i n  Figure 5.3-4. This method utilizes the charac ter i s t ics  of the solar 
cell equivalent c i rcui t  to generate the basic dc curve shape as web1 as . s ; ~  
provide the a c  response a s  discussed in  Section 5.1. Considering the 
block diagram we may write:  
Then 
where I = I - Short c i rcui t  cur rent  of the reference ce l l  at the -
- reference illumination and temperature 
and a l l  other variables have the same meaning a s  before. Solving fo r  V L: 
= n  V x l n  V~ s t 
P 0 
This is identical to the basic function generated in  the digital  method. To 
simplify programming of V and I the I and VL relationships a r e  
OC S C  L 
f i r s t  reduced. When IL = V = 0. Therefore,  ISC' L 
K I i s  a reference cu r ren t  coming f rom a programmable constant c u r -  1 R 
ren t  supply. When VL = Voc, VL = 0. Therefore,  
The symbol V stands fo r  the volt equivalent of temperature and i s  defined t 
a s  
Vt = KT/¶  = T/11, 600 volts 
At room temperature (T = 3 0 0 ° ~ ) ,  V = VR = 26  mV. R t 
While it i s  t rue  I i s  a lso a function of temperature,  i ts  effect on V is 
0 OC 
negligible compared to V 
t ' 
Programming of V in  this sys tem is accomplished by varying the 
OC 
r e s i s to r  ra t io  of the feedback divider. It i s  not economically feasible to 
utilize the cumbersome scheme of thermo-electrically controlling the 
temperature of the reference cell. Nonetheless, temperature effects a r e  
incorporated by defining new parameters  such that 
where 
VR = KTR/¶ = the volt-equivalent a t  
the reference temperature 
N may be interpreted a s  the number of s e r i e s  cel ls  in  the array as mcdi- 
S -
fied by the temperature variation. Also, n may be interpreted as the 
P 
number of paral le l  cel ls  which will  be modified by the illumination v a r i -  
ation K I '  
Figure  5.3-4. Analog System (Before) 
The final fo rm of the analog block diagram is shown in Figure 5. 3 - 5, 
Figure  5.3-5. Analog System (After) 
The governing equations incorporating the new parameters  are as 
follows : 
Variation of N and n f rom a r r a y  to  a r r a y  can be handled as  an 
s P 
init ial  programmer  setting of N and power stage setting of n whereas 
s p3 
variation f rom reference conditions for a given a r r a y  as a function of 
t ime is handled by programming incremental  variations of N and MIIR 
S 
about their  init ial  values. In order  to accomplish this with a t rue  analog 
o r  l inear element would require  some relatively complex electrochemica8, 
electro-optical, o r  t he rma l  e lec t r ic  scheme, and therefore analog pro- 
gramming has definite disadvantages. 
Based on the above considerations, i t  appears that an analog 
generationldigital  programming scheme offers the grea tes t  advantages ; 
i. e. 
1) True analog generation of the V-I  character is t ic .  
2)  True  analog simulation of the a r r a y  impedance through 
multiplication of the ac response of the forward biased 
diode analog. 
3 )  E a s e  of programming inherent to digital systems.  
5 .4  SOLAR CELL FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
The purpose of this section i s  to discuss  measurement  data taken 
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on a silicon, n on p, 10 ohm-cm, 3. 8 c m  solar  cell, to cor re la te  the 
data with semiconductor p-n junction theory a s  discussed by Schockley 
and Pri tchard,  and to determine the impedance that will  be exhibited by 
a 20 kW a r ray .  
In order  to utilize the e lec t r ica l  parameters  of a device in  circuit 
design i t  i s  necessary  to incorporate them into a model comprised of 
elements with which the designer i s  familiar.  
A s e a r c h  of l i terature  wri t ten to date revealed a s m a l l  signal equiv- 
alent c i rcui t  quite appropriate for describing the impedance of a diode. 
This is shown in  Figure 5.4-1. Since a solar  ce l l  i s  a large a r e a  diode 
the circui t  shown can  be used to represent  its impedance where: 
C = diffusion capacitance D 
C = transit ion capacitance T 
R R = ohmic res i s tances  of the P and N regime 
P, n respectively 
RSL = resis tance due to surface leakage around 
the junction 
r = dynamic junction res i s tance  D 
I t  will  be assumed that 
s o  that the "equivalent circuit" can  be simplified to that shown i n  
Figure 5.4-2. The variations of rD, C ~ '  and CT a s  a function of voltage, 
current ,  and frequency a r e  developed i n  the following paragraphs (Ref. I ) ,  
R~~ 
Figure 5.4- 1. Small  Signal "Equivalent Circuit ' '  of a Forward 
Biased Nonilluminated Solar Cell  
C~ + C~ 
'D 
Figure  5. 4-2. Simplified Equivalent Circuit  For  Cel l  
The forward biased p-n junction current-voltage relationships devel- 
oped by Shockley a r e  given as:  
'dc = Idc(holes) + Idc (electrons)  = (I  + Ins )(e q V o f K T  - 1) j l )  P s 
where: 
v = dc voltage applied to the junction 
0 
v1 = ac voltage applied to the junction 
q = electron or  hole charge = 1. 6 X 10 - I 9  Coulombs 
k = Bo1tzma.n constant = 1.38 X i ~ - ~ ~  joules/'c 
T = absolute temperature (OK)  
p = hole concentration in  the n-region n 
n = electron concentration in  the p-region 
P 
p~ 
= mobility factor for  holes 
p = mobility factor for  e lectrons n 
D = u KT/¶  = diffusion constant of holes 
P P 
D = u KT/q = diffusion constant of electrons 
n n 
T = average lifetime of a hole in the n-region 
P 
T = average lifetime of an electron in the p-region 
n 
L = VD T = diffusion length of holes into the n-region 
P P P 
Ln = vm = diffusion length of electrons into the p-region 
The cur rent  of an  n on p solar  ce l l  i s  pr imari ly  due to electron flow, 
therefore: 
= I (electrons)  = I (eq VO'KT Idc dc ns 
where: 
A i s  the admittancelunit  a r e a  due to electrons 
n into the p-region. 
Gn = r e a l  par t  of An 
Sn = imaginary part  of A 
n 
Gno = qn P l L n  P n 
The ac admittance of a forward biased n on p solar  ce l l  can now be 
expressed a8 (Eq 6): 
F o r  low frequencies such that w < < 1 / ~  G t j S  can be expanded as 
n' n n 
follows: 
In relation to the equivalent circuit: 
Although Gn t jSn simulates a conductance and capacitance a t  low frequen- 
cies ,  i t s  high frequency behavior i s  quite different. The behavior of 
(1 + j w T  )'I2 is shown in Figures  5 . 4 - 3  and 5 . 4 - 4  for T = 1 psec and 
n .n 
10 wsec (minimum and maximum values of a useful solar  cell) .  F o r  
large w, S varies  a s  w 
n 
'I2 whereas S is wCT.  Hence, the junction T 
capacitance varies  f rom i t s  low frequency value of (C t CT)  t o  an ult i-  D 
mate high frequency value of C (Ref. 2) T ' 
FREQUENCY (Hz) 
F i g u r e  5.4-3.  P lo t  of A = (1 t j ~ 7 ~ ) ' "  V e r s u s  F r e q u e n c y  
W i t h  7  = 1 p s e c  
n  
FREQUENCY (HZ) 
F i g u r e  5.4-4. P lo t  of A = (I t j w 7  )'I2 with 7  = 1 0  psec  
n n 
The transit ion capacitance is proportional to the inverse square 
root  of the dc voltage a c r o s s  the diode or :  
where: K i s  a constant for  a given cell ;  V is the total  dc voltage ac ross  R 
the diode (including both the rma l  and external  bias effects). 
The ce l l  was initially subjected to constant illuminations of 
140 mW/cm and 70 mW/cm. The resulting V- I  curves a r e  shown in 
Figure  5.4-5. The forward bias dc charac ter i s t ics  a r e  shown in Fig- 
ure  5.4-6. Plots of Z ,  rD, C and @ vs frequency a r e  shown in F ig -  
P' 
u r e  5.4-7 through 5.4-10, respectively. 
F igure  5.4-5. Photovoltaic Character is t ics  of 2 x 2 CM Solar Cells  
F i g u r e  5.4-6.  Solar  Cell  Xi dc F o r w a r d  Bias Charac te  
FREQUENCY (Hz) 
Figu re  5 .4-7 .  F o r w a r d  Biased Solar Ce l l  Ampedance Versus  Freqlli.1 
100 I K  10K IOOK 
FREQUENCY (Hz) 
Figu re  5.4-8.  Fo rward  Biased Solar  Ce l l  rD Ver sus  Frequency  
Frequency 
Figure 5.4-10. Forward  Biased Solar Cel l  Phase  
Angle Versus Frequency 
To get a comparison between theory and tes t  we may express  diffu- 
sion capacitance a s  : 
since 
then 
where 
- -  KT - 0. 025V a t  room temperature.  
q 
Using this relationship to calculate diffusion capacitance: 
Let 
Id c = 4 0  mA(Vdc = 550  mV), T = 1 ps. n 
The charac ter i s t ics  of C vs V a r e  shown in  Figure 5.4 - "a i  The- T 
oretically C becomes infinitely large a s  the bias approaches zero ,  How- T 
ever ,  in  practice the value reaches a maximum a s  shown. 
V = 0.5V FOR SILICON 
r 
Figure 5.4-  11. Variation of Transit ion Capacitance as 
a Function of Diode Voltage 
Laboratory tes t s  were  performed to measure  the impedance of a 
cell. A silicon n on p, 10 ohm-cm, 3. 8 cmL,  solar  ce l l  was subjected to 
voltage, cur rent ,  and phase measurements  a t  selected frequencies and 
DC operating points. The ce l l  was operated as  a forward biased diode 
(nonilluminated). The t e s t  c i rcui t  i s  shown in  Figure 5. 4-12. The fo r  - 
ward bias was applied to the ce l l  by adjusting the power supply, An ac 
signal was injected with the oscil lator and t ransformer.  The ce l l  irnped- 
ance Z,  dynamic resis tance r and paral le l  capacitance C were  de ter -  D ' P 
mined by the following relationships : 
Let 
Id c = 0.3 mA, T = 10 ps. n 
The t e s t  data shows: 
The transit ion capacitance could then be estimated as:  
C - 0. 25 pf. T 
Vendor indicates CT r 0. 05 p F  a t  ze ro  bias. Qualitatively speaking, 
CD ttdominates" the capacitance t e r m  a t  large forward dc cur rents ,  and 
CT "dominates" the capacitance t e r m  a t  s m a l l  forward dc currents .  
An interesting f ac t  pertaining to the impedance vs frequence plot is  
that: 
Also 
Therefore w~~~ is independent of forward bias under  these col~ditiioes and 
a 3 dB rolloff could be expected. . 
Then 
and the impedance vs frequency plot would simulate an RC circuit ,  i, e. 
6 dB rolloff. 
DARCY 
Q-M 
PRECISION 
DC POWER 
SUPPLY 
SOLAR ELECTRONIC I MODEL 6220-1 I I 
1 TRANSFORMER 1 - J 
BEHLMAN 
MODEL 2500 
TEKTRONICS 
MODEL 545/1A1 PLUG-IN 
Figure 5 .4 -12 .  Solar Cell  Tes t  Circuit  
The data (Figure 5.4-7) shows a varying w with varying 3dB 
dc voltage. Also a 6 dB rolloff is indicated a t  s m a l l  cur rents ,  This data 
supports the fact  that CT must  be taken into account. The frequency limi- 
tations of the t e s t  c i rcui t  did not allow sufficient data  points in the region 
where C,, dominates. 
The tes t  c i rcui t  was a l so  limited in  the region where s m a l l  phase 
angles were  measured. It is the opinion of the wr i te r  that i r regular i t ies  
in  r and Cp measurements  a r e  due to this limitation. D 
In summary ,  the frequency charac ter i s t ics  of the so lar  c e l l  have 
been shown to vary with cu r ren t  and frequency. The t e s t  data correlates 
with the p-n junction theory. 
In spacecraf t  applications it is desirable  to know what impedance the 
so lar  a r r a y  wil l  present  to the power conditioning electronics because this 
impedance affects regulator stability. Since the ce l l  studies have shown 
that forward-biased and illuminated cel ls  exhibit the same impedance it 
i s  possible to measure  the a r r a y  impedance direct ly  without having t o  
illuminate it. Provisions would have to be made, though, to allow bypass- 
ing of panel isolating diodes that a r e  normally included in  large a r r a y s ,  
The a r r a y  would need to be supplied f r o m  a constant cu r ren t  source having 
an impedance much la rger  than the expected a r r a y  impedance throughout 
the frequency range and a cu r ren t  capability equal to 1 
sc '  
However, the PCE designer wants to know the a r r a y  ac response at 
the onset of a program, not after the a r r a y  i s  built, when he can use this 
information to optimize his regulator design. Fortunately, now that ce l l  
response has been character ized,  a designer can obtain a qualitative es t i -  
mation for  an overal l  a r ray .  Knowing the type of ce l l  the a r r a y  wi l l  con- 
tain a designer can measure  the charac ter i s t ics  of this cell. He can then 
plot this data a s  shown in  Figure 5.4-13, which shows the normalized 
impedance of a particular ce l l  a s  a function of frequency. Knowing the 
number of s e r i e s  and para l le l  cells comprising the a r r ay ,  he can then 
generate the impedance plot for  the a r ray .  Note that an a r r a y  of equal 
number of s e r i e s  and paral le l  cel ls  would give the same  impedance as that 
of a single cell. 
FREQUENCY (Hz) 
Figure 5.4-13. Normalized Solar Array impedance" 
Versus Frequency T = 45O6 
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6. DESIGN CONCEPTS 
Whenever an attempt i s  made to  establish the basic  technology in 
any field, design concepts must  be  introduced s o  that comparative discus - 
sions and qualitative evaluations can be made. The salient features  of 
t h ree  concepts considered during the course  of the program a s  possible 
candidates for  a 20 kW solar  a r r a y  simulator a r e  presented in this 
section. 
6.1 FRSAS MODULAR APPROACH 
The fast  response solar  a r r a y  (FRSAS) i s  a universal solar  a r r ay  
simulator developed under NASA Contract NAS 5-1 1581 featuring an as. 
response which i s  identical t o  that of a r e a l  a r r a y  over a la rge  range of 
dc operating points. In addition, shor t  c i rcui t  cur rent  (I ) and open 
S C  
c i rcui t  voltage (V ) a r e  digitally programmable over a wide range for 
0 C 
use  not only in simulating a wide range of a r r a y  s izes ,  but a l so  to  s imu- 
late Isc and Voc variations with illumination and temperature,  A means 
for simulating cur rent  variations due to  spinning i s  available. Pr ovts ions 
for remote  control and monitoring, automatic failure sensing and warning,  
and a load simulator a r e  a l so  included. 
Performance specifications of the basic  FRSAS unit a r e  as follovqs: 
I : Adjustable f rom 0. 1 to  20 amps. P rogram-  
s C 
mable a s  a function of temperature,  sun 
angle, and illumination. 
I Up to  f 20% programmable modulation of 1 
spin' f r o m  0. 01 to  100 Hz to  simulate a spinning 
ar ray .  
oc : 
Adjustable f r o m  10 to  100 volts. P rogram-  
mable a s  a function of temperature.  
Power: Maximum power output of 750 watts. See 
locus of maximum power points in 
F igure  6. 1-1. 
Input: 208 * 10 volts 60 Hz, t h ree  phase. 
Output: V and I accuracy-*lye 
OC S C 
Vo and I stability- 
0 
I -V curve repeatability-*170 
Output can be floated. 
Ripple: Less  than 50 millivolts peak-to-peak, 
Impedance: The output impedance is  the impedance of a 
reference so lar  cell  multiplied by the ratzo 
of number of s e r i e s  cel ls  to  number of 
paral le l  cel ls  of the a r r a y  being simulated, 
within the l imits  given in Table 6. h -1 ,  
Curve Shape: The FRSAS exhibits a curve s imi lar  t o  thaa: 
shown in F igure  6. 1-2. The axes a r e  
normalized. 
4 H '  
I N  ORDER TO AVOID SECONDARY BREAKDOWN OF THE 
POWER STAGE TRANSISTORS, THIS LIMIT SHOULD NOT 
BE EXCEEDED. H 
Figure  6. 1. 1. Output Power Limits of the 
FRSAS Basic Unit 
Table 6. 1-1. 
Frequency E r r o r  Limits,  db 
>O. 6 dc to  200 kHz 
0. 25 -- 0. 6 3 kHz t o  200 kHz 0 
-12  
dc to  3 kHz 
3 kHz to  200 kHz 0 
-16  
dc t o  3 kHz - 
where  Zos = output impedance of the simulator 
Zc = impedance of reference cel l  
Note: The FRSAS has  a built-in load which can sweep the 
ent i re  V-I charac ter i s t ic  a t  any intermediate time 
for  purposes of checking. Design of this load 
includes the full  specification range up to  3 kW, It 
i s  controlled manually and the output i s  available 
to  external  recording devices. 
I A recent  r epor t  gives a full description of the theory of operation, 
installation and operation, maintenance and calibration, ripple and transi-  
ent performance, and expansion options, together with par ts  lists, assem- 
bly photographs, and drawings of the fast  response solar  arra,y simulator, 
The concept of combining power modules of the FRSAS type could be 
developed to  mee t  the current ,  voltage, and power requirements  of the 
20 kW electronic so lar  a r r a y  simulator (ESAS) (see Section 4. 3 ) -  The 
basic  FRSAS can deliver 750 watts and has space available for two addi- 
tional power stage drawers ,  which can increase  console capability 
'R. Von Hatten, A. Weimer,  and D. Zerbel ,  "Operating Manual /Final 
Report for the F a s t  Response Solar A r r a y  Simulator, " Final  Report on 
Goddard Space Flight Center Contract NAS5- 11  581, July 1970, 
Figure  6. 6 - 2 .  Normalized IV Curve for Detern~ining 
the Output of the FRSAS 
t o  1500 watts. Fur thermore ,  the addition of another double bay console 
containing power supplies, power stage drawers ,  a load s imulator ,  and 
protection c i rcu i t ry  would increase  single controller capability to 
3000 watts. Even though the basic  FRSAS can be expanded to 5 kW,  the 
controller design was optimized a t  a lower power level. Expansion to  
3 kW with a single controller i s  p re fe r red  for  this  application, The 
expanded basic unit would have a Voc maximum of 100 volts and 1 
S C 
maximum of 40 amps ( see  F igure  6. 1-3). 
* EXPANDED BASIC FRSAS UNIT (Voc MAX = 100V; lrc MAX = 40a) 
(TEN UNITS REQUIRED FOR ESAS) 
Figure  6. 1-3. 20 kW Electronic Solar A r r a y  
Simulator Using FRSAS Modules 
To achieve the current ,  voltage, and power of the ESAS requi re-  
ments,  two s e r i e s  banks of five paral le l  expanded (3 kW) basic  units would 
be needed ( see  Table 6. 1-2, Case 4). However, a 30 kW sys tem vvould 
resu l t  a s  a consequence of trying to  meet  a l l  the requirements,  
If the basic  750 watt unit were  expanded to  2250 watts only, the 
s e r i e s  -paral le l  combination of 10 units could provide 22. 5 kW. This con- 
figuration can meet the power and voltage requirements ,  but not the 
cur rent  requirement,  because five paral le l  units can provide only 
150 amps  (see  Table 6. 1-2, Case 3). 
Table 6. 1 -2. Single Controller Capability 
Case (Po Watts) No. Power Stages 
To obtain 20 kW ~ f - ~ o w e r  f r o m  an a r r a y  whose I i s  200A, the 
S C 
V would have to be approximately 133V. See Figure 6.1-4.  For an 
OC 
a r r a y w i t h v  =200V,  the I s C ~ ~ ~ l d o n l y n e e d t o b e 1 3 3 A .  
O C  
I 
200 A 
z 
= 163 A 
Y 
= 133 A 
= 133 V = 163 V 
FOR 20 kW: 
X = P~ - 1 0 0  0.75 (rn) - 0.75 = 133 V =VOC MAX WHEN ISC 200 
Y = =  p~ 0.75 (rn) = 133A = lSC  MAX WHEN VOC = 200 
THEN Z =J2.66 x lo4 = 163 A 
Z' = 163 V 
Figure  6. 1-4. Maximum Power Locus of the 20 kW 
Electronic Solar A r r a y  Simulator 
6.2 POWER SUPPLY APPROACH 
This concept encompasses the brute  force approach of se r i e s  cen-  
nected high cur rent ,  high voltage power supplies. The use  of SCR regrr-  
lated supplies would allow a m o r e  compact configuration than the use or' 
fully t rans is tor ized  supplies. The configuration would look as in Figure 
6. 2- 1. The diodes prevent one supply f r o m  presenting a r e v e r s e  b ~ a s  to 
the other i f  the supplies a r e  not on a t  the same  time. 
* EACH POWER SUPPLY 
IS ADJUSTABLE AS 
FOLLOW: 
V: 2-13.5 VOLTS 
I: 0-300AMPS 
Figure  6. 2-1. 20 kW ESAS Using Constant Voltage/Current 
Limit Type Power Supplies 
After a lengthy vendor survey on power supplies one manufacturer 
was found who advert ises  a unit that can simplify the task  of parallel  and 
se r i e s  connecting of supplies to  achieve 20 kW. This unit, made by the 
Christie Electr ic  Corp., i s  model number 2C013 5-300EBPX4-S, Two of 
these units in se r i e s  would meet  the ESAS power requirements,  The 
s tandard features  of the model a r e  given in Section 6. 2. 1. 
Most leading manufacturers  advised against the use  of more than 
three  or  four of their  models in any stacked configuration. Some said 
that for  these high power sources the use  of SCR regulators  or  p re -  
regulators  made input line interference ve ry  critical. In multi-unit 
configurations, having a common input line and common output load, 
some had experienced quite unpredictable performance. This was attrib- 
uted to  the switching t ransients  of one supply affecting the firing angle of 
other supplies. Some even experience catastrophic failures. Others 
said that even though they had not attempted multi-unit configurations, this 
problem could be expected. 
The search then centered on units with enough capability so that 
only two would be required. The only unit found was the Christie model 
2COl35-3OOEBP-X45. Use of two such units will be assumed for the 
remainder of-this discussion. 
The use of the brute force power supply approach to simulate a 
solar a r r ay  has certain advantages and disadvantages. The advantages 
include: 
@ Minimum equipment cost, size, and weight 
@ Ease of transportability 
@ Ease of remote programming because of fixed power stages 
@ Least number of controls allowing minimum set-up and 
check- out time 
@ Minimum maintenance. 
The disadvantages include: 
@ Poor static and dynamic impedance simulation 
@ Poor "knee" simulation of an array 's  IV curve 
@ Poor peak-to-peak ripple 
@ Poor response time. 
The static characteristics (slopes of the constant current and con- 
stant voltage regions) can be improved by the use of external resistors in 
ser ies  and in parallel with the output terminals of the entire system o r  of 
each supply. Choice of location would favor the former because the least 
number of components would be needed, and if adjustable slopes a r e  
required, the number of controls would be less. 
The power supply solar a r r ay  simulator "PSSAS" could Look like 
the diagram in Figure 6. 2-2. A programmer to process 1oca.P or remote 
commands can be incorporated to control V 
oc' I s c ~  and the slope 
generators. 
Figure  6. 2-2. 20 kW Power Supply Solar A r r a y  Sirnul.ator 
"PSSAS" Including Slope Generators an.d 
P r o g r a m m e r  
To determine the range of res i s tance  required of the slope genera- 
t o r s ,  consider the following: 
I m a x  = 2 0 0 A  
S C  
V m a x  = 200 V 
OC 
I min = 9 0 A  
S C  
V min = 9 0 V  
0 C 
The approximate number of s e r i e s  cel ls  is:  
S 
200 - 400 N m a x  --- 0. 5 v 
Wherease the approximate number of paral le l  cel ls  is:  
N m a x  - 
P 
200 A 1430 0.14A = N min 
90 A 
P =0.14 A = 
642 
The maximum s e r i e s  res i s tance  required, assuming R (cell)  .= 4C2 S 
at 90% Voc (cell)  is: 
N m a x  
S R r n a x =  400 - -(4) = 0. 621 (4) = 0. 421 (4) = fe284Q 
s N min - 642 
P 
Where a s  the minimum is :  
N min  
S R min = N m a x  (4R) = 0. 126 (4) = 0. 50461 (4R) = - s 1430 
P 
The maximum paral le l  res i s tance  required, assuming T% (cell) - 
P 
2. 2 K a t  20% Voc (cell), is :  
N m a x  
s R rnax = 400 R (cell)  = -(2. 2 K)  
P N min p 642 P 
Whereas the minimum is :  
N min 
S R min = N m a x  180 (2. 2 K)  = 0. 124 (2. 2 K) P (2" 2 K)  = 143  P 
T o  select  the proper  slope, the approach used above can be 
followed af ter  Voc and Isc a r e  known. 
If it i s  felt that making the maximum power point, i.e. knee, of the 
s imula tor ' s  IV curve coincide with that of the a r r a y  being simulated i s  
m o r e  important, the generators  will allow considerable range to  do this, 
In Figure 6 . 2 -  3 ,  the shaded a r e a  shows there  a r e  many combinations of 
V and I that can be  obtained with the s a m e  V and Isc. 
mP mP OC 
The parameters  a r e  related by the following expressions: 
'mp  R = 
'sc - Imp 
Figure  6. 2-3. Effect of Slope Generators  
on I-V Curve 
The co r rec t  values of r e s i s t o r s  can be calculated once V oc' I S G )  
I and V a r e  determined f rom the a r r a y  character is t ics .  
mp' mP 
Standard Fea tures  of Chris t ie  Model 2C0135-300EBPX4-S  
DC voltage range Continuous adjustment over the entire 
range by means of a 10-turn precision 
potentiometer. 
Ser ies  o r  para l le l  operation Units may  b e  operated in ser ies ,  They 
a lso  m a y  be  operated in parallel ,  if the 
cur rent  limiting option under "'optional. 
ext ras  'I i s  included, 
Remote sensing Provision for  selecting local sensing 
a t  the power supply te rminals ,  o r  
remote  sensing a t  the load terminals ,  
If remote  sensing leads a r e  opened, 
sensing will automatically r eve r t  to 
the power supply terminals.  
Regulation and rectification All solid s ta te  design including her- 
metically sealed SCR's. Peak voltages 
and currents  during operation and 
switching held well within ra ted  values. 
Control c i rcui t  
On-off controls 
Plug-in ca rds  for  easy  servicing, 
By a c  magnetic contractor;  3 wire 
s ta r t - s top  push-button switch on front 
panel. Also includes terminals  for  
connecting remote s ta r t - s top  switch, 
Circuit  isolation 
Protection 
Ambient tempera ture  
Cooling 
Stability 
Pilot  light 
Meters  
Multiple input 
Cabinet 
Model No. 1 
DC volts output 
Nominal 
Continuous range 
DC amps continous 
Output k W  
Output c ircui t  completely isolated f r o m  
input; either positive or  negative dc 
bus can be grounded. 
F a n  fai lure  a s  well a s  thermal  over- 
load protection (automatic reset type) 
for  sustained overloads. 
0 Continuous operation f r o m  0 t o  4-58 C; 
storage a t  - 6 2 ' ~  to  +70°c. 
F a n  cooling by means of induction 
motor  with sealed bal l  bearings,  sili- 
cone lubricated for  low and high 
temperatures .  
Negligible tempera ture  influence; after 
shor t  warmup, drift  i s  l e s s  than 10 mv 
* 0. 00570 /OC. 
Indicates when unit i s  energized, 
3 - 1 12 inch voltmeter and ammeter ,  
2 yo accuracy. 
Can be  se t  for  various ac  supply volt- 
ages by a simple reconnection, 
Inside readily accessible  f r o m  front 
o r  r e a r  for  inspection and servicing, 
Hinged front panel on stationary 
models. 
1 Inser t  suffixes fo r  optional ex t ras  in alphabetical order  
just af ter  suffix "El1. 
DC voltage regulation 
Static * grea ter  of 2 
Dynamic * 3 
Voltage ripple r m s  
Response t ime  mil l isec 4 
NL-FL 
FL-NL 
Input a c  volts f 10% 
3-phase 57 to  63 Hz 
Approximate m a x  amps  /phas e 
a t  220 V - - 
a t  440 V 92 
Approximate net weight, lb 775 
6.3 DIODE MODULAR APPROACH 
The concept is t o  incorporate  a bank of diodes, a constant current 
power stage, and constant voltage power supplies. The configuation 
would appear a s  in F igure  6. 3 - 1. 
The simulator floats and point A o r  A' can be used a s  common 
ground for  external loads. "Et '  can be a se r i e s  - paral le l  combination of 
s tandard power supplies selected based on the considerations of 
Section 6. 2. 
I'Df1 can be  comprised of diode o r  solar  ce l l  modules of 10  V to 
10 A capability ( see  F igure  6. 3-2). The modules a r e  plotted and w o d d  
plug into ma t r ix  boards distributed in separate  drawers.  To meet  ESAS 
voltage, current ,  and power requirements ,  20 x 20 (or  400) modules of 
L Deviation of the dc voltage f r o m  i t s  average value for  any co~nbination 
of rated load and line variations. 
' ~ a x i m u m  over o r  undershoot for  s tep change f r o m  no-load to  full load, 
o r  full  load to  no-load. 
4 ~ o r  63 percent reduction of t ransient  in the range of 60 to  100 percent 
maximum ra ted  output voltage. 
NOTE: All  values based on balanced supply lines. 
approximately 20 x 70 (or 1400) diodes each a r e  required. Depending 
on the diode or cell chosen, this scheme, being an open-loop systen?, 
affords the best techr;ical compromise between the f i rs t  and second 
approach and will not have the complexity of the f ir  st. In fact, if  ac",a, 
cells a r e  used, the output impedance would be almost ideal except for the 
power stage '"a" in ser ies  with source E. 
Figure 6. 3 - 1. Basic Circuit Cor-~figuration 
for  a Forward Biased Diode 
Solar A r r a y  Simulator " DISAS" 
Figure 6. 3-2. Diode or  Cell Modular Concept 
for Use in the Third Approach 
to a 20 EtW Solar Array 
Simulator 
The power stage can be a modified version of the FRSAS power 
stage, whereas two series-connected Christie Model 2C0135-300EBPX4-S 
E supplies can be the power supply as  discussed in the second approach, 
Is c can be programmed about a nominal value without difficulty, 
This i s  done by varying the bias to the power stage Q. The adjustment on 
E i s  for setting the voltage drop across the power stages to be f O volts 
or so above V 
oc' 
If a Voc of 90 volts and Isc of 200 amps is t o  be sirnu- 
lated, i t  i s  unnecessary to dissipate, for example, (200 V x 200 A) 
40,000 watts in the power stages when the simulator i s  open-circuited 
An alternative to that shown in Figure 6. 3- 1 i s  to use the power 
supplies in their current limited mode. The configuration w o d d  look 
like Figure 6. 3 - 3. If the supplies exhibit relatively high output impedance, 
at least up to 50 kHz, this version is preferred. Note that no power stages 
and isolating diodes a r e  needed. Provisions for automatic pr csgramming 
of the current limit would have to be worked out with the supply 
manufacturer. 
Figure 6. 3-3.  Simplified DISAS Using Supplies 
in Current Limit Mode 
To realize the advantages offered by this concept, a search must 
be made for  the power cell or diode to use in the modules. A review of 
the data sheets of standard devices is  not sufficient because the selection 
has to be based on matching semiconductor properties, junction area,  
and electrical characteristics. Parameters such as  resistivity, minority 
car r ie r  lifetime, and diffusion length a r e  not found on data sheets, Some 
compromise may have to be made in the overall simulator characteristics, 
If not, the DISAS will exhibit impedance behavior similar to a solar array, 
6.4 PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES FOR TEMPERATURE, 
ILLUMINATION, AND RIPPLE 
A desirable  feature in a solar  a r r a y  simulator i s  provision for the 
operator  to  va ry  the nominal IV curve, a s  a function of t ime, t o  simulate 
effects of temperature,  illumination, or  spin ripple.. 
In the fast  response solar  a r r a y  simulator basic  unit this i s  accom- 
plished a s  follows. The major  feedback parameter  N i s  var ied t o  sirnu- 
S 
la te  tempera ture  effects on V Similarly,  a feedback parameter  in the 
oc* 
regulator of the constant cur rent  source i s  var ied  t o  simulate illumination 
effects on Isc. By a variable resis tance summing network, a imcticm 
generator i s  coupled to  the regulator of the same  current  source, Ian. this 
manner  the function generator  modulates the reference cur rent  to  simulate 
spin ripple. The magnitudes of the open circui t  voltage V short  circuit  
oc a 
current  I and spin cur rent  I a r e  digitally programmable. Built-in 
sc"  s P 
logic electronics and relays control r e s i s to r  banks. At present,  the basic 
unit i s  geared  to  process  manual commands. However, adequate space 
has  been provided for  a m a s t e r  programmer ,  and, with minor wiring 
modifications, capability can be extended to include remote  a.utomatic 
programming. Thus, t o  interface with an external  process  control unit 
o r  tape reader ,  control logic easi ly  can be  incorporated to  process  decod- 
ing, error-checking, and steering programmer  commands. 
F o r  the ESAS 20 kW system, attain using the  FRSAS modular 
approach (Figure 6. 1-3), choice of the number of main programmers  
deserves  consideration. The present  programmer  design of the FRSAS 
unit requi res  32 major  command carrying wi res  coming f rom manual 
controls. If a main programmer  i s  included to  allow automatic program- 
ming, say  f r o m  a process  control unit, interface command wires  can be 
reduced to about eight. Therefore,  a 20 kW sys tem using 10 expanded 
FRSAS units, each with i t s  own main programmer ,  requires  80 interface 
command wires.  
On the other hand, if one m a s t e r  main programmer  i s  used for all 
units, the number of interface command wi res  increases  to  320,  The 
fo rmer  offers an advantage f r o m  a technical point of view, since the 
probability of erroneous commands stemming f rom noise pick-up and 
cross ta lk  would be one-quarter a s  much. 
Using the PSSAS approach (the power supply solar  a r r a y  sirnulator 
descr ibed in Section 6. 2),  Voc and Isc of the IV character is t ic  can be 
var ied  by programming four separate  res i s tors .  Each power supply has 
two controllable r e s i s to r s ,  one for  setting constant voltage and one fo r  
setting constant current. The programming coefficients, in ohms per 
volt and ohms per  amp, a r e  obtained f r o m  the manufacturer. The power 
supplies to  be used a r e  of the automatic c rossover  type. This type of 
supply i s  unique in that it cannot be overloaded. It operates  into any load 
f r o m  infinity to  z e r o  ohms. F r o m  infinity to  c rossover  resis tance it 
behaves like a constant voltage source. F r o m  crossover  resis tance t o  
ze ro  ohms it ac ts  like a constant cur rent  source. With independent 
controls for  the cur rent  and voltage, the c rossover  point can be located 
anywhere in the volt-ampere range of the power supply. 
Because the r e s i s t o r s  to  be programmed a r e  the feedback propor- 
tioning r e s i s to r s  in the voltage and cur rent  loops of the supplies regula- 
to r s ,  special  c a r e  mus t  be taken t o  minimize cer tain factors  that normally 
contribute to  problems encountered in an application such a s  this. The 
use  of precis ion meta l  f i lm r e s i s t o r s  with low tempera ture  coefficients i s  
required. Minimum lead length f r o m  res i s to r s  to  comparators  are 
necessa ry  t o  avoid introducing inductance in the feedback loop, Location 
of the r e s i s t o r  banks i s  important since noise pick-up can be amplified, 
Portecting against momentary programming e r r o r s  that resul t  during inter- 
val  switching will have to  be worked out with the power supply manufac- 
tu rer .  The manufacturer can be asked t o  make provisions for an external 
ac  signal to  modulate the cur rent  l imit ,  thus allowing simulation of i SPIN" 
To control the two power supplies two programmers  of the t ype  
designed and developed for  the FRSAS can be used. However, i f  it i s  
des i red  to  have the  slope generators  (Figure 6. 2 -2 )  remotely program- 
mable also,  an additional programmer  will be needed, 
The slope generators  r e f e r r e d  to  a r e  optional and would be used 
only if adjustable IV slopes a r e  desired. Load bank re s i s to r s  made from 
special  chr  o m i m  alloy stainless s tee l  a r e  presently available, The 
Post-Clover Electr ic  Company makes such units. In this par t icclar  
application, heavy cur rent  relays ac ross  the load bank taps would be 
controlled by  the programmers.  
In the PSSAS, a l l  the parameters  mentioned can be programmed 
However, the complexity associated with programming these parameters  
through any given range will be proportional to  the degree of resolution 
desired in that range. 
In the DISAS, the diode solar  a r r a y  simulator described in 
Section 6. 3, programming of I t o  exhibit illumination and spin effects 
S C 
i s  fair ly  straightforward. A programmable constant current  source simi - 
l a r  to  the one used in the FRSAS can be used a s  the  bias for  the power 
stages. Because of t rans is tor  voltage limitations, placing in se r i e s  two 
independent sections of the basic configurations shown in Figure 6, 3-1 
i s  preferred,  
Programming V to  reflect temperature effects i s  more  difficult 
OC 
but not impossible, F o r  example, the 10 volt modules could be constructed 
with additional taps to  allow bypassing of some of the diodes. Another 
possibility i s  t o  have heater  elements built into the modules t o  vary  the 
tempeature of the diodes. 
Two .programmers of the FRSAS design would be required to, 
program the DISAS for illumination, ripple, and temperature variations, 
6. 5 FREQUENCY RESPONSE CAPABILITIES 
An ideal solar  a r r a y  simulator design i s  one that offers the capa- 
bility to  generate a t rue  IV stat ic  curve, to  program a l l  parameters  
affected by temperature,  illumination, etc., and to  exhibit an ac response 
equivalent t o  the a r r a y  being simulated. 
A comparison of the expected output impedance for the three 
proposed concepts presented in Sections 6. 1, 6. 2, and 6. 3, i s  shown 
in Figure 6. 5-1. The desired simulator impedance i s  extracted f rom 
data plotted in Figure  5. 4- 13, which i s  for a particular cell, a t  a particu- 
l a r  operating point and temperature. The PSSAS and DISAS curves are 
only est imates  because both systems use  power supplies directly and 
supply manufacturers seldom provide output impedance data a s  a function 
of operating point; some do provide a typical characteristic.. For this 
application the supply use r  would need a better specification presentation 
of this parameter ,  The FRSAS curve was obtained f rom extrapolated 
t e s t  data. The s imulator  a t  the t ime  had been se t  for  Voc = 50 volts and 
I = 20 amps, fo r  a r a t i o  o f N  t o N  of approximately 1.29. Reduction 
S C  S P 
of the t e s t  data by  a factor  of 1. 29 was necessary  to  allow comparison of 
the t h r e e  sys tems simulating a symmetr ica l  array.  
F igure  6. 5-1. Comparison of the Impedance Simulation 
Capabilities of the FRSAS, PSSAS, and 
DISAS a t  One Operating Point for an 
A r r a y  of (Ns/N ) = 1 
P 
The PSSAS curve shows the effect of the slope generator controlling 
the constant cu r ren t  region of the s imulator 's  IV character is t ic  if it i s  
adjusted to  152 ohms. This curve tends t o  remain  constant with simula- 
to r  operating points below 64 percent V introducing la rge  impedance 
oc' 
e r r o r s  for  lower operating points. F igure  5-4-13 shows that the desired 
impedance increases  nearly two o rde r s  of magnitude when the operating 
point goes f r o m  64 percent to  18 percent of Voc. Tes t  performance data 
has  shown the FRSAS impedance increases  one order  of magnitude. The 
DISAS tends t o  provide the best  impedance tracking. This can be said 
without reservat ions only for  the c a s e  where the DISAS uses .the same 
ce l l  for i ts  diodes a s  the FRSAS uses  for i t s  reference. 
The FRSAS uses  an actual solar  cel l  with an Isc = 140 mA as a 
reference. The electr ical  design can handle ce l l  substitutions with short 
circui t  cur rents  up t o  140 mA. In this  respec t  it i s  m o r e  versa t i le  than 
the DISAS, because by cel l  substitution it can provide excellent static as 
well a s  dynamic simulation of a var ie ty  of solar  a r rays .  
The DISAS concept could be difficult t o  implement. Use of actual 
la rge  junction cel ls  of the type comprising the a r r a y  to  be sim.ulated can 
present  quite a packaging problem. A 20 kW a r r a y  using 2 x 2 c m  cells 
has  approximately half a million cel ls  fo r  a surface a r e a  of about 
6 2 6 2 x 10 c m  , or  0. 31 x 10 square inches,  or  2150 square feet, In addi- 
tion the unit pr ice  would have to  be l e s s  than 10 cents to  keep the total 
ce l l  cost  below $50, 000. To use  regular  diodes instead of solar  cells 
J 
would simplify packaging, but dynamic performance might not be as good, 
The diode to  be  used a s  a cel l  substitute would have to  be selected to 
match the semiconductor propert ies  of a cell, i. e., c a r r i e r  lifetimes, 
conductivity, diffusion constants, junction a rea ,  etc. None of these 
pa ramete r s  a r e  noted on specification sheets. Some data sheets specify 
recovery or s torage t ime,  which according to  Reference 5. 3, is related 
to  lifetime a s  follows: 
tdr = 0. 9 T  fo r  a s tep junction 
tdr = 0. 59' f o r  a graded junction 
If the l ifetimes of a cell  and a diode can be found to  match. fairly 
closely, their  impedance co rne r s  will occur a t  about the same frequency, 
The absolute value of the diode impedance will most  probably be different 
than for  a cell; however, i t  will va ry  a s  a function of cur rent  just like 
that of a cell. 
7. RECOMMENDED AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
As an extension to  the technology bas is  established by this study 
in the field of fas t  response so lar  a r r a y  s imulators ,  fur ther  study in the 
following a r e a s  i s  recommended: 
@ Development of a computer program t o  predict  a r r a y  
impedance a s  it i s  affected by shadowing, panel decoupling 
diodes, and bypass diodes. 
@ Investigation of the effects of solar  a r r a y  impedance on 
maximum power t r a c k e r s  and/or  switching regulators,  
@ Development of an experimental breadboard of a scaled- 
down 200 volt series-connected FRSAS configuration to  
prove the  modular build-up concept. 
